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The variety represents the aggregate offer in a sales point, including 
every reference on the products available to the customer. Its 
organization represents a process which is conditioned by two rather 
antagonistic requests; respectively, it has to gather as many references as 
possible in order to meet the needs of customers, and in the same time it 
has to be profitable to the distributor. So, the reference selection becomes 
a difficult decision to make.  The method of selection which we put 
forward in our paper is based on the use of brand typology. According to 
this typology, every brand can be found in one of the following 
categories: national brands; leader brands; “first price” brand; private 
label; own brand. 
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DEFINING THE VARIETY 
 

A variety is the total offer in a sales point. It represents all references 
(products) available to the customer.  

The variety can be seen as a gamut, but without belonging to the 
same manufacturer. It has the same traits as the gamut of a distributor. Thus, 
the variety can be tantamount to a gamut, but the suppliers are completely 
different regarding its realization. 

Therefore, a variety is the set of products (or services) chosen by a 
distributor from a range of suppliers and made available to the customer in 
an exact sales location or at a distance. 

Practically, the variety is the central element of the administration in 
the sales point because the results of its capitalization are strongly 
conditioned by its quality. Indeed, the variety is the one to impose on the 
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display’s arrangement, price administration, stock administration as well as 
administration of promotions. 

The distributor will permanently have to deal with the following 
issue: 

“Does my variety meet the two standards, which are: (1) the 
customers’ expectations and (2) to be profitable?” 

To be more exact, the profitable variety represents a compromise 
between a “poor” variety and a “rich” variety. The difficulty consists in 
reaching a balance between the two. 

A “poor” variety: has the advantage of limiting expenses which 
influence the variety (shipping expenses, storage expenses, and 
administrative expenses) but because the choice of the offer is the store’s 
major criteria of attraction, a poor variety will disappoint and turn customers 
away. 

A “rich” variety: burdens administrative expenses and stocks, but 
has to advantages: 

ü on one hand, there is a better response to the customers’ 
expectations; 

ü on the other hand, the presence of secondary products, the benefit 
of which are generally significant, allows either to improve the global 
margin, or to become more trade-aggressive regarding the most frequently 
sought products.  

But a variety is evolutional and the number of references tends to 
rise; this moderate, but steady, rise is due to the constant arrival of new 
products on the market. 

Following the additional expense reason (usually due to storage) 
generated by a variety long turned overabundant, there is the necessity to 
reduce its size – often quite aggressively. Such a decision can be negatively 
perceived by the customers. 

 
 

REFERENCE SELECTION 
 

On every market there is a considerable offer which, often, continues 
to increase. Not every existing product should be taken into consideration. 
For example, only 5% of the frozen goods available on the market make up 
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the variety of a hypermarket. Given this situation, how should the selection 
be done? 

 
A method for selection is based on the use of a brand typology. 

Every brand can be positioned in a precise category. On most markets there 
coexist 5 types of brands. 

1. National brands (or regional) 
These are brands which carry an image due to producer’s notoriety. 

Furthermore, these benefit from a powerful image of quality. They 
correspond to the consumer’s expectations (that is why the price battle is 
rough as well). 

2. The leader brand. 
This is usually to be found among the national brands. It is the 

brand: 
- mostly required by the consumers 
- the one with the highest market share 

When there is a “true” leader because of its notoriety, of the turnover 
which it generates, or because of the big difference between the turnover 
and the challenger, its presence in the variety is utterly essential. 

3. “First price” brands 
These are basic brands for which only the economic dimension will 

be taken into consideration. They are indispensable in the case of a variety 
and are to be found in every family, because:  

ü it contributes to a good “price positioning” of the insignia (the 
store’s impression); 

ü  it generates an increased volume; 
ü  they respond to a certain expectation of the consumer. 
The brands that belong to one of these three categories have the 

responsibility of being present with every distributor. It is this presence that 
starts a “war of the prices”. To avoid this price competition and to limit the 
negative effects on the margin, the distributors have gradually developed 
two other brand categories. 

4. Private (distributor’s) brands.  
These are products marketed under the distributor’s brand and to 

which the insignia is committed to build their image. Whatever the reason is 
for their inclusion in the variety (good quality products, less expensive 
products, etc), these products have the great advantage of not being 
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competitors. So, they are not submissive to the “war of prices”, a fact that 
allows to get a good level of margin and an interesting profitableness.  

The usual placement of private brands is in the middle of the gamut. 
If they are placed in the downward part of the gamut they will not allow 
turning account of the insignia, and if they are positioned in the upper part 
of the gamut, there’ll be clash between them and other products which enjoy 
a powerful notoriety and image recognition.  

This placement generates three constraints: 
ü A gradually growing exigency with regard to quality. The required 

level of quality must be comparable to the level of quality of the product of 
reference, in other words the leader product. 

ü An exact price level. The quality being very similar to the one of 
the leader, the price must not fluctuate more than 15% compared to the 
leader price. If the difference is greater, the consumer will show doubt 
regarding the quality level. If the difference in prices is reduced, the 
consumer will not be urged to select the private brand.  

ü An elaborated packing and presentation as for the national brands.  
The private brand can reach a market share up to 20%, but its 

performances vary according to various factors. 
On certain markets, the producer’s brands remain dominant because 

of: 
ü their notoriety (pens, whiskeys); 
ü their knowledge of techniques (products for babies, shampoo); 
ü their commercial or marketing aggressiveness (perfumes, 

detergents). 
On other markets, the private brands are dominant because of: 
ü the consumer’s lack of involvement (paper tissues, certain food 

products); 
ü the growth of brand similarity; 
ü the lack of sign value (packing bags, men’s underwear). 
Because of these reasons, the influence of private brands on the 

entire market varies greatly, from a few percentages on the cosmetics’ 
market to a quasi-monopoly in the case of garbage sacks. 

At present, the distributors desire that their private brands take hold 
of a large part of the market, so that: 

ü they enjoy customer’s fidelity; 
ü they can comprise a personality trait to the insignia.  
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5. Own brands (or reserves) 
These brands have been created for the same reasons as the private 

brands and have the same purpose, but having no “signature” their 
placement in marketing is a lot broader. 

Not having the responsibility of conferring value to the insignia, 
these can be placed downwards the gamut, in the middle or in the upper part 
of the gamut. 

This brand typology emphasizes the importance of the brand to the 
consumer. Finally, the choice of one brand depends on: 

1. the consumer’s involvement 
ü degree of personal interest in the product; 
ü the value of the product’s insignia; 
ü the value translated into content; 
ü the importance of risk and security. 

2. trust regarding the differences among brands 
3. the feeling of “recognition” – the presumptive 

competence 
4. the degree of difficulty in making a choice 
5. the sense of technical evolution 
6. the interval between two shopping. 

As long as the insignia (stores) do not dispose but of the first three 
types of references, in other words the private brands and the own brands 
are not to be considered, the competition upon the sales price will 
unfailingly lead to a gradual degradation of the margin 
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